School Barometer - Information on data protection

1. technology

The school barometer is programmed and carried out with the survey software Questback EFS.

2. data processing and data storage

At the end of the processing period, the data is stored on the internal server of the IBB. The processing is carried out exclusively by persons who work on this project at the Institute for Educational Management and Economics of Education at the University of Education Zug and who have signed a data protection agreement.

For the duration of the analysis work, only the project staff has access to the data. They are archived on a special data and computer server, which is only accessible to those IBB staff members who have been granted permission to do so. The project management decides on access to the data, files, and documents. The data and calculation server are only accessible internally by the PH Zug. The transfer of sensitive data within the IBB takes place via encrypted paths (SFTP, VPN, HTTPS).

PH Zug maintains a pure Microsoft network. All users are registered in the Active Directory and have their login and password. They are assigned to specific access groups. All data, files, and documents are stored on network shares. The access is subject to access management, which is regulated by the access groups in the Active Directory. The access rights are determined by the project management and regularly controlled within the IT ICS.

3. right of revocation and deletion

Participants of the School Barometer have the right to be informed at any time about the data collected from you. Besides, you have the right to delete data in part or whole, the right to restrict data processing and the right to data transferability. Please contact Schul-Barometer@phzg.ch with your request.
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